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New Functionality 

N/A 

Changes 

Programme IJG, ETC 

PRG IJG ETC (11968) - Appendix 1 - When the 'SCO non-applicable' is set, some field values need to 

be removed automatically. This is fixed. 



 

 

CAP Strategic Plan (EAGF/EAFRD) 

AGRI CSP (11268) - Improve the performance for the display of table 'Detailed information of the 

specific element of each modification' In table 'General> Amendment/Corrections. 

AGRI CSP (11553) - Activate row 50 in Annual Financing Plan of section 6.1 and adapt totals lines 

accordingly if needed. 

AGRI CSP (11716) - in chapter 6.1, for row 51 “Total amount for eco-schemes”, formula should not 

take row 50 into account. 

AGRI CSP (9986) - in section 5.2.10, display output indicator SUM and MAX values for WINE and API 

as well. 

AGRI CSP (11285) - prevent a user to switch from 'Amendment' to 'Correction' in section GENERAL > 

Amendment/Correction.  

AGRI CSP (11283) - Prevent the user to edit the Reduction of payment tranches in case of 

'Correction' version (section 4.2.2.1) when the version is not an Amendment. 

AGRI CSP (11282) - Prevent the user to edit the Ringfencing in case of 'Correction' version as the MS 

should not change the ringfencing flag when they edit an intervention if the version is not for an 

amendment. 

AGRI CSP (11281) - Prevent the user to edit the Technical Assistance rate in case of 'Correction' 

version. If the type of modification is not an Amendment (section GENERAL > 

Amendment/corrections), the user should not be able to edit/save the Technical Assistance Amount 

in section 4. 3.4. 

AGRI CSP (11286) - when a user create a new major version (2.0; 3.0; etc...), the 

Amendment/Correction section should not be copied from the previous version section. 

AGRI CSP (11066) - Add budget code with 999 for reduction of payments "* No MS-request is needed 

for the application of the simplified RRR-codification. 

AGRI CSP (11864) - missing budget codes for Interventions on EE cap strategic plan added. 

AGRI CSP (11828) - missing budget codes for RURAL Interventions on EE cap strategic plan added. 

IPA in Rural Development 

AGRI IPARD (11514) – an error occurred when creating a report snapshot in prepare for send. 

Transmission of Data 

TOD (11752) - Add batch operations for table 12 manipulations. 

Annual Performance Report (EAGF/EAFRD) 

AGRI APR (11704) - 2.5 section - Type of intervention to be replaced by Type of intervention code. 

AGRI APR (11523) - update information regarding UM in the database for section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 for 

O.3, O.0 

AGRI APR (11509) - Remove action PSE from the list of possible actions. Prepare for send to EC not 

available while another version is still open. 



 

 

AGRI APR (11040) - section 2.2.3 changes. 

AGRI APR (11762) - Sectoral intervention improvements. 

AGRI APR (11566) - Translation issues on SEND to commission from APR - translation code was 

visible instead of translation. 

AGRI APR (11558) - Update permissions for MSPA and MSCB - add view permissions or Read and 

Send. 

AGRI APR (11860) - bug in checking Custom Units, Category validation for 2.3.1/2.3.2. 

AGRI APR (11896) - Bug related to Sectors Annex 6. 

AGRI APR (11901) – PUA Title missing from 1st entry for ES. 

AGRI APR (11215) - display Description of UM instead of code in 2.2.4. 

Enabling Conditions 

EC (11228) - Allow also to select already fulfilled enabling conditions. 

Declaration of Expenditure (EAFRD) 

AGRI DOE EAFRD (10024) - Allow the MS users to upload/sign their PA expenditures data from their 

PA nodes whereas the DOE is created on National node'. 

Certification Body Report 

AGRI CBRN (11763) - In point 1.4.2.3 ("Assessment and Findings") the field "budget line" should be 

extended to 100 characters (now it allows maximum 15). Same applies to all "budget line" fields. 

AGRI CBRN (11501) - Chapter 1.8.3.9 – Assessment. Editable table created on this section. 

Annual Control Report (EAGF/EAFRD) 

ACR AGRI (8168) - Validation rule ACR_016 added. 

General 

STD DOC (11654) - Referring documents with links of CCI object type should take into account the 

document's country/node access. 

Defects Fixed 

Programme IJG 

PRG IJG (1089) - Visual defect when checking and un-checking article 88 and 89 is fixed. 

Programme ETC 

PRG ETC (10951) - In an ETC programme, when a User was trying to replace an existing SO in a 

Priority with a new one, there was an error blocking to save this operation.   



 

 

CAP Strategic Plan (EAGF/EAFRD) 

AGRI CSP (11559) - In 'PUA - definition' tables of chapter 5, NUTS regions were not all displayed. This 

is fixed. 

AGRI CSP (11557) - In the export excel of table 5.2.9, the value of the type of Planned Unit Amount 

was not correct. This is fixed. 

AGRI CSP (11805) - Unable to edit PUA name in English. This is fixed. 

AGRI CSP (11902) - discrepancies between SFC screen and pdf report in chapter 5.3.8 are fixed. 

AGRI CSP (11856) - section 4.2.1.3 was not refreshed when two CCI tabs were displayed for this 

section in two different CSP versions. This is fixed. 

AGRI CSP (11827) - State Aid Case numbers were not copied from the previous CSP version. This is 

fixed. 

AGRI CSP (11821) – User was unable to fill chapter 5.3.11, system frozen "loading". This is fixed. 

AGRI CSP (11857) - in section 4.2.1.3, previous encoded data were not deleted when the user 

changed his answer to the flat rate question. This is fixed. 

TJTP 

TJTP (11889) - Report - Indicator tables 1 and 2 under section 4 were missing in the report. This is 

fixed. 

Transmission of Data 

TOD (11554) – WS Users only - unable to save Table8 from dotnet client has been fixed. 

TOD AIB (11538) - Table 3 - Column 7 had wrong values in some cases. This is fixed. 

Annual Performance Report (EAGF/EAFRD) 

AGRI APR (11705) - Bug in section 2.1. This is fixed. 

Payment Application 

PAP IJG (11631) - On creation the cofinancing rate from the programme was not always persisted in 

expenditure records. This is fixed. 

PAP (11891) - The values in the tabs should uniquely identify a PAP version. The tab text should 

contain the CCI+fund+version+accountingYear. 

Declaration of Expenditure (EAFRD) 

AGRI DOE EAFRD (11751) - Wrong dates in the General / History section corrected. 

AGRI DOE EAFRD (11910) - Filtering based on status was no longer working. This is fixed. 

Letters 

SFC LET (11918) - In Letters menu, when a user wanted to create a letter, the AGRI CCI were missing 

in the Link CCIs select box. 



 

 

General 

GEN SFC (11128) - MS user was receiving a notification for a pure standalone document that was for 

a different country. 

GEN SFC (11866) - Generic - Error when changing language fixed. 

GEN SRCH (9913) - The search list filter was not preserved when navigating to a detail and coming 

back to the list. This is fixed. 

GEN SRCH (10908) - Generic - Search list & Version info section - In other objects than COMDEC, 

columns containing commission decision should display a link to it and the component to see 

correcting decisions. 

 


